
Reading Challenge
French Team

Members of your team : ……………………………….. ……………………………………..
……………………………….. ……………………………………..
………………………………..

1 – Join the parts of the compound nouns and translate them into your native language.
compound word translation

1. night A. time
2. pale B. life
3. war C. day
4. fore D. mare
5. after E. tale
6. fairy F. fathers
7. judgement G. faced

/3,5

2 - What is the object that changed the main character’s life in the book The time in between ?
/1

3 –  Answer the question in English and justify your answer.
What did “Yellow Star” mean to the person form the Jewish community?

/1

4 - Crossword
Across:
3: Say “hello”
6: When you are strong, you
have…
7: A strong wind
11: A meat dish

Down:
3: Structure
5: People walking on the pavement
7: Best clothes
9: A thin piece of metal with a hole
in it, you need it to sew
11: It´s between your head and
your chest

/4,5
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5 – Match the words to English definitions or explanations and translate them into your native 
language.

answer translation
1. oppressive A. troubled feeling in the mind caused 

by fear and uncertainty about the 
future

2. immerse B. great wickedness or cruelty, very 
wicked or cruel act

3. furnace C. return repeatedly to mind of 
somebody

4. anxiety D. unjust, cruel, hard to bear
5. faith E. fierce, violent or savage
6. atrocity F. enclosed fireplace for heating the 

water used to warm a building by 
means of pipes

7. torment G. involve oneself deeply, absorb 
oneself

8. haunt H.  feeling of expecting something to 
happen

9. ferocious I. trust, strong belief, unquestioning 
confidence

10.anticipation J. severe physical or mental suffering
/5

6 - Why isn’t Sira going to marry Ignacio?
/1

7 - Why does Sira’s mother like Ignacio? (two reasons)
/1

8 –   Answer the question in English and give some examples basing on the text.
How does it make Rutka feel to leave Będzin – her hometown?

/1

9 - Choose the correct answer:
What is the only presence that is next to the protagonist in chapter 11?

a. The sound of the darkness
b. A huge pile
c. The moon /1

What suddenly appeared when the protagonist went to PuertaLuneta in chapter 11?
a. Three people
b. Two people
c. Two shades

/1

10 – Give examples of the atrocities in the streets of Będzin during the WWII?
/1

11 – Organize the letters of the box and obtain the name of the protagonist:
S Q I U
I R R
A A G O

Now, organize the letters and obtain the “Arab name” of the protagonist
S Q I U
I R R H
A A G O
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 What is the main difference between the two names ? What is the trick that she uses in order to 
obtain her Arab name? /3

12 – Read the sentences and decide if they are true or false basing on the original text of Rutka’s 
diary.

1. Rutka’s family had a decent meal before leaving their house on the day of deportation.
2. They had to stand all the time waiting for the deportation.
3. The weather was sunny all the time on the deportation day.
4. The Jewish people were divided into 3 groups according to the districts they used to live by 

the Nazi Germans.
5. Rutka’s friends didn’t show sadness.

/5

13 - True or false?
• Sira landed in Madrid with a brand-new Moroccan passport.
• When she was  at the Palace Hotel, she felt surprised because it was the first time she had 

been in such  a fabulous hotel.
• She arrived in Malaga by plane; it was the first time she had flown in her life.

/1
14 -  Number the events (1-9) in the order they happened in the Rutka’s diary.

□ They saw armed soldiers beyond the fence.

□Rutka manages to escape.

□ The thunderstorm starts; there are lightnings in the sky.

□The family had breakfast.

□ Rutka runs into a Gestapo ununiformed man in the street.

□Rutka returns home and finds her family there.

□ Rutka and her family found good seats on a bench.

□The selection of the Jews started.

□ The Nazi policemen killed children.
/2

15 - Find the names of different elements of sewing in this word search:

  S  D   A  E   R  H  T Y   O  R  U SN
/ 3

/35
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